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Abstract—Terahertz Band (0.1-10 THz) communication is en-
visioned as a key technology to satisfy the increasing demand for
ultra-broadband wireless communication. THz Band communi-
cation will alleviate the spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations
of current wireless systems, and enable new applications both in
classical networks and novel nanoscale networks. In this paper, a
novel distance-aware multi-carrier (DAMC) modulation scheme
is developed for both single-transmitter single-receiver and single-
transmitter multiple-receiver cases in THz Band communication.
The developed DAMC modulation scheme takes advantage of
the distance- and frequency-dependent channel peculiarities, and
provides adaptive utilization of the ultra-broad bandwidth in
the THz Band. Furthermore, the data rates of the DAMC
scheme are analytically investigated, numerically evaluated, and
compared with existing single-band pulse-based modulation and
fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation. The results show that data
rates can be improved by one order of magnitude by using the
DAMC scheme, at the costs of design complexity for the control
unit, multi-carrier modulator and channel feedback path.

Index Terms—Terahertz Band, Multi-carrier, Modulation,
Ultra-broadband communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless data traffic has exponentially grown in the past

years, and this has been accompanied by an increasing demand

for higher data rates. In particular, wireless data rates have

doubled every eighteen months over the last three decades

and are currently approaching the capacity of wired com-

munication systems [1], [2]. Following this trend, data rates

reaching Terabit-per-second (Tbps) will be realized within the

next five to ten years. Enormous bandwidth will be required

to support the high data rates for the future ultra-broadband

wireless communication and, amongst others, the Terahertz

Band (0.1 10 THz) is identified as one of the promising

spectrum bands [3], [4].

Compared to 60 GHz [5] or ultra-wideband (UWB) [6]

systems, the bandwidth in the THz Band is ultra-broad,

which ranges from several GHz to THz [7]. In terms of

higher frequency bands, although infrared (IR) systems have

high center frequencies and large available bandwidth, the IR

technology has limited data rates due to poor sensitivity of

incoherent receivers, high diffuse reflection losses, and limited

power budget due to eye-safety limits [8].

The technology required to make THz Band communication

reality is rapidly advancing. For the time being, both photonic

or optoelectronic [9], [10] and fully electronic transceivers

based on Silicon-Germanium technology [11] have been inves-

tigated. In addition, Gallium-Nitride-based power amplifiers

are being studied to increase the front-end power amplification

for THz Band communication [12]. These, as well as novel

nanomaterials such as graphene [13], [14], make the develop-

ment of compact and energy-efficient THz Band transceivers

and antennas feasible in the near future.

By enabling ultra-broadband communication in the THz

Band, the spectrum scarcity and capacity limitations of current

cellular systems can be addressed, and a plethora of applica-

tions can be boosted, which includes ultra-fast massive data

transfers among nearby devices, or ultra-broadband small cell

systems, or ultra-high-definition content streaming in advanced

cellular networks. In addition, the THz Band will also enable

novel networking applications at the nanoscale for biomedical

and military industries [15], [16].

Although classical modulation schemes can be used at Tera-

hertz frequencies, they cannot fully benefit from the properties

of the THz Band [17]. The distance- and frequency-dependent

peculiarities of the channel motivate the development of novel

modulation schemes for THz Band communication. Recently,

a novel single-band pulse-based communication scheme for

nanoscale THz Band communication has been proposed [18].

However, this modulation is mainly valid for very short

transmission distances, e.g. nanonetworks, in which molecular

absorption does not drastically impact on the channel. In

macroscale THz Band communication, molecular absorption

defines multiple transmission windows, and each window has

different available bandwidth ranging from several GHz to

THz. Furthermore, the ultra-broad bandwidth associated to

these transmission windows drastically changes with small

variations in the communication distance.

For this, in our paper, we develop a distance-aware multi-

carrier (DAMC) modulation scheme, which can take advan-

tage of the distance- and frequency-dependent transmission

windows, and provide adaptive utilization of the ultra-broad

bandwidth in the THz Band. The DAMC scheme is realized in

a control unit, which operates as follows. First, the transmitter

identifies and selects the available transmission windows based

on the communication distance. Second, each window is

divided into many non-overlapping sub-windows, which are
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Figure 1: The distance- and frequency-dependent transmission

windows in the THz Band channel [7].

used to transmit multi-carrier signals. Third, each carrier signal

is modulated with a MQAM modulation, where the order,

M , is chosen to satisfy the bit error rate (BER) and transmit

power requirements at the receiver. The results show that data

rates can be improved by one order of magnitude by using

the DAMC scheme, at the costs of design complexity for

the control unit, multi-carrier modulator and channel feedback

path.

The main contributions of our work can be summarized as

follows.

We review the distance- and frequency-dependent pecu-

liarities of the THz Band channel, and define the path loss

threshold which is used to identify transmission windows.

We develop the DAMC modulation scheme for both

single-transmitter single-receiver (STSR) and single-

transmitter multiple-receiver (STMR) cases in THz Band

communication.

We analytically investigate the data rates of the DAMC

modulation scheme, and provide extensive numerical

evaluation in both STSR and STMR communication.

We compare our DAMC scheme with the single-band

pulse-based communication and fixed-bandwidth adaptive

modulation in the STSR case.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In

Section II, we define the path loss threshold to identify

transmission windows in the THz Band. In Section III, we

develop the DAMC modulation scheme in the THz Band

and analytically investigate the data rates. In Section IV, we

numerically analyze the data rates of the DAMC scheme in

both STSR and STMR networks. Finally, we conclude the

paper in Section V.

II. TRANSMISSION WINDOWS IN THE TERAHERTZ BAND

The total path loss in the THz Band channel mainly consists

of the spreading loss and molecular absorption loss. Figure 1

shows the total path loss in the THz Band for different

distances, which has been characterized in [7]. The path

loss peaks caused by molecular absorption naturally create

transmission windows, e.g., w1, w2, w3, amongst others. Each

window has different bandwidth, which drastically changes

with small variations in the communication distance.

These channel peculiarities motivate the development of

novel distance-aware modulation schemes for THz Band com-

r 0.1 m r 1 m r 10 m
0.10 - 4.511 THz 0.10 - 1.659 THz 0.10 - 0.552 THz

4.514 - 6.074 THz 1.674 - 1.713 THz 0.562 - 0.748 THz

6.079 - 6.829 THz 1.721 - 2.162 THz 0.756 - 0.984 THz

6.832 - 7.612 THz 2.167 - 2.194 THz 0.991 - 1.086 THz

7.616 - 9.082 THz 2.198 - 2.219 THz 1.120 - 1.147 THz

Table I: The first five transmission windows for communica-

tion at 0.1m, 1m and 10m.

munication. However, in order to best utilize the ultra-broad

bandwidth in the THz Band, there is a need for an analyti-

cal investigation on the distance-dependence of transmission

windows, in which modulation schemes operate.

We define the path loss threshold, PLTH , as the maximum

path loss value that can be tolerated for transmission. Above

this threshold, the frequency bands are not used in our design.

An analytical solution to the path loss threshold in dB can be

obtained by solving the link budget equation, as

PLTH PT GT GR PR, (1)

where PT and PR stand for the transmit power and receive

power, GT and GR denote the transmit and receive antenna

gain, respectively. In addition, PR γ Pw, where γ is the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB, and Pw represents the total

noise power at the receiver.

In THz Band communication, highly directional antennas

or antenna arrays are advocated to overcome the very high

path loss [17]. Therefore, we consider GT GR 30 dB,

PT 10 dBm, γ 10 dB and Pw 80 dBm [15]. The

resulting maximum path loss value is computed as PLTH

160 dB, which will be used throughout our analysis.

Next, the available transmission windows are identified by

having smaller path loss values than the path loss threshold,

as shown in Table I. The transmission windows have strongly

distance- and frequency-dependent bandwidth, which ranges

from several GHz to THz. In particular, the first transmission

window is 4.411 THz wide when r 0.1 m, while it shrinks

to 1.559 THz and 0.452 THz for distances at 1 m and 10 m,

respectively. There are 6 transmission windows for r 0.1 m,

and the total aggregated bandwidth is 9.87 THz. By contrast,

there are 98 non-consecutive transmission windows for r 10
m, while the total available bandwidth decreases to 5.90 THz.

The increase of communication distances leads transmis-

sion windows to dwindle their bandwidth, and even become

unavailable (i.e., bandwidth shrinks to zero). This motivates

the design of distance-aware (i.e., bandwidth-adaptive) modu-

lation.

III. DISTANCE-AWARE MULTI-CARRIER (DAMC)

MODULATION

In light of the behavior of the THz Band channel, we

develop the distance-aware multi-carrier modulation scheme,

which can take advantage of the distance- and frequency-

dependent transmission windows, and provide adaptive uti-

lization of the ultra-broad bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the DAMC modulation control unit

in THz Band communication.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is

suggested for 60 GHz systems to enhance the spectral effi-

ciency [19]. However, the bandwidth is not scare in the THz

Band. Furthermore, the very complex transceivers, high peak-

to-average power ratio (PAPR), and strict requirements for

frequency synchronization make OFDM very challenging in

the THz Band, where digital processors that can handle such

very high data rates (e.g., over 1 Tbps) do not exist to date.

Instead, multi-carrier modulation in the DAMC scheme

permits adaptive transmissions of different symbols on non-

overlapping and equally spaced sub-windows in parallel. As a

result, each carrier occupies smaller bandwidth and supports

slower data rates. This effectively relaxes the design require-

ments of individual carriers, and is helpful for THz Band

communication to process very high data rates. Nevertheless,

many parallel modulators for different carriers and very fast

signal generator to switch between carriers, are required to

support multi-carrier modulation [20], [21].

The number of carriers is equal to the ratio between the total

aggregated bandwidth and the bandwidth of each sub-window.

Small sub-window bandwidth results in a large number of

carriers, which reduces the complexity on each carrier and

enhances the system capability to support high data rates.

However, many carriers in parallel increase the complexity of

the multi-carrier modulator design. This study of the optimal

bandwidth of sub-windows is beyond the scope of this paper,

and in this work, we consider Bg 1 GHz.

In the following, we develop the DAMC modulation

scheme, to dynamically adapt the data rates and power on

each sub-windows, for both single-transmitter single-receiver
(STSR) and single-transmitter multiple-receiver (STMR) cases

in THz Band communication.

A. STSR Communication

The operation of the developed DAMC modulation scheme

is realized in a control unit as shown in Figure 2. In STSR

communication, the DAMC scheme consists of three steps, as

follows.

Multi-Carrier 
Modulator

DAMC 
Modulation 
Control Unit 

Terahertz 
Band Channel

Multi-Carrier 
Demodulator

Channel 
Estimator

Feedback 
Channel

( )
mn

mn

mn

x

g t

f

( , )s r t ( , )y r t

ˆ( , )h r t

 bpsR  bpsR

Figure 3: The system model of DAMC modulation communi-

cation.

1) At a given communication distance and a path loss

threshold value, we select the transmission windows and

obtain the available bandwidth, which are explained in

Section II. The adaptive modulation requires a feedback

path between the transmitter and receiver for the channel

estimation.

2) The DAMC modulation scheme further divides the

transmission windows into many non-overlapping sub-

windows for multi-carrier modulation.

3) According to total transmit power and targeted error rate

constraints, we can adaptively modulate the information

and allocate transmit power to each sub-window, in order

to maximize the data rate. The DAMC modulation control

unit determines the modulation schemes (e.g., MQAM),

multi-carrier frequencies and phases, which are used

to generate the transmitted signal on the selected sub-

windows.

The system model containing the DAMC modulation

scheme control unit is illustrated in Figure 3, at a data rate R
bps. The adaptive modulation is achieved based on the channel

estimation, ĥ r, t , via the channel feedback path. We define r
as the communication distance, Ts as the symbol duration, and

t as the time to satisfy 0 t Ts. The output of the control

unit is fed into the multi-carrier modulator, which generates

the transmitted signal, s r, t , given by

s r, t

M r

m 1

Nm

n 1

xmn r g t cos 2πfmn r t φmn r ,

(2)

where M refers to the total number of transmission windows

that is distance-adaptive, Nm is the number of sub-windows in

the mth transmission window. In the nth sub-window of the

mth window, xmn denotes the complex symbol, fmn is the

carrier frequency and φmn represents the phase offset. g t is

a raised cosine pulse with rolloff factor β, which relates to the

sub-window bandwidth Bg
1 β
Ts

.

In the system model, the received signal, y r, t , is

y r, t s r, t h r, t w t , (3)

where h is the Terahertz Band channel, and w denotes the

total noise with power spectral density Nw, which includes

the molecular absorption noise [7] and the thermal noise at

the receiver, and satisfies Pw
M r
m 1

Nm

n 1 Bg
Nw.
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Figure 4: STMR communication, with r1 r2 r3 . . . rV .

Next, we evaluate the performance of the DAMC scheme in

the THz Band in terms of data rates. In STSR communication,

all satisfying windows are allocated for transmission. The data

rate, R, equals to the sum of the data rates on individual sub-

windows, Rmn, as

R r, Pb

M r

m 1

Nm

n 1

Rmn r, Pb , (4)

where Pb stands for the targeted BER.

The channel gain on a sub-window is denoted by hmn. We

define γmn h2
mnPT BgNw , and K 1.5 ln 5Pb .

Since the channel information is known at the transmitter, the

optimal water-filling strategy is adopted for power allocation.

In our analysis, we apply the variable-rate variable-power

MQAM modulation scheme, while other options are also

possible. The optimal data rate that satisfies the targeted BER

is expressed by

R r, Pb Bg

M r

m 1

Nm

n 1

log
γmn

γ0 K
, (5)

where the power for each sub-window, Pmn, satisfies

Pmn

PT

1
γ0

1
Kγmn

if γmn γ0 K

0 if γmn γ0 K
(6)

and
M r
m 1

Nm

n 1 Pmn PT . The cutoff fade depth, γ0 K, is

M r

m 1

Nm

n 1

K

γ0

1

γmn
K. (7)

More than one order of magnitude improvement in data rates

can be achieved in the DAMC modulation scheme, at the

costs of design complexity for the control unit, multi-carrier

modulator and channel feedback path. The numerical analysis

of the derived data rate is discussed in Section IV-A, in contrast

with the single-band pulsed-based modulation as well as the

fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation.

B. STMR Communication

For long-distance communication, much bandwidth in the

THz Band is not being used, because of the high path loss and

small bandwidth in the transmission windows. For example at

r 10 m, 4 THz-wide bandwidth is not being used. To better

exploit the bandwidth in the THz Band, we advocate to allow

simultaneous transmissions to multiple closer receivers, with-

out compromising the transmission to long-distance receivers.

We consider a THz Band communication network where there

are one transmitter and V receivers. If rv denotes the distance

between the vth receiver and the transmitter, Figure 4(a)

illustrates the network with r1 r2 r3 . . . rV . In

this section, we investigate the DAMC modulation scheme in

STMR communication.

As the communication distance decreases, the path loss

drops and as a result, the receive power and the available

bandwidth are increased. By studying a transmission window

in Figure 4(b), we have the following observations. On one

hand, the transmission opportunities for long-distance com-

munication are also useful for short distances, e.g., bandwidth

for r1 is part of bandwidth for r2 and r3. On the other hand,

the sides of the transmission window can be used for short-

distance communication, which do not affect the long-distance

transmission using the center part of the window.

In light of these observations, the DAMC modulation

scheme is used in STMR communication, by following the

principle to accommodate long-distance communication first.

In one transmission window, the resulting bandwidth occu-

pation is illustrated in Figure 4(c), in which long-distance

communication occupies the center of the transmission win-

dow first, while short-distance transmission uses the sides. As

a result, the transmitted signal for multiple receivers in this

transmission window in the frequency domain is illustrated as

SM f , where each sub-window has the bandwidth Bg .

This bandwidth allocation strategy closely interacts with the

operation of the three steps in the design of the control unit

in Figure 2. First, the channel characterization is performed

for the long-distance communication first. Second, the trans-

mission windows are allocated without interfering with the

already occupied portion. Finally, the power and modulation

on sub-windows are adaptively selected for each receiver.

By adopting this DAMC modulation scheme, the transmit-
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ted signal in STMR communication, sM t , is given by

sM t
V

v 1

Mv

m 1

Nv
m

n 1

xv
mng t cos 2πfv

mnt φv
mn , (8)

where xv
mn, f

v
mn, φ

v
mn are the complex symbol, carrier fre-

quency and phase designated for the vth receiver. Moreover,

Mv is the total number of transmission windows allocated for

the vth receiver, and Nv
m is the number of sub-windows in the

mth transmission window. After filtering out the unintended

carriers, the signal at the vth receiver, yv t , is given by

yv t
Mv

m 1

Nv
m

n 1

xv
mng t cos 2πfv

mnt φv
mn h rv, t

wv t , (9)

where h rv, t is the channel response between the transmitter

and the vth receiver, and wv is the additive white Gaussian

noise with power spectral density Nw.

In STMR communication with V receivers satisfying r1
r2 r3 . . . rV , the total data rate, RM , is equal to the

sum of data rates for individual receivers, as

RM Pb

V

v 1

Rv rv, Pb , (10)

where Rv rv, Pb is the data rate of the link between the

transmitter and the vth receiver in the STMR network, which

can be computed using (4) - (7) with Mv and Nv
m.

C. Data Rates Comparison

The comparison of data rates in STSR and STMR com-

munication is studied as follows. First, Rv rv, Pb is less than

R rv, Pb in the STSR link obtained in (5), because the center

of transmission windows for the vth receiver are partially used

by long-distance receivers. This relation is expressed as

Rv rv, Pb R rv, Pb , for v 1, 2, . . . , V. (11)

Second, RM Pb is bounded by R r1, Pb and R rV , Pb .

On one hand, compared to the STSR link with r1, the data

rate is improved since additional bandwidth is used in STMR

communication. On the other hand, the total number and

bandwidth of transmission windows used for communication

are dependent on the smallest distance, i.e., rV . Hence, in

both STSR (r rV ) and STMR communication, the occupied

bandwidth is equal. However, the centers of the transmission

windows are occupied by long-distance links in STMR com-

munication, which have worse path loss values compared to

the STSR channel h rV , t . Therefore, the inequalities are

given by

R r1, Pb RM Pb R rV , Pb . (12)

As a result, by using the DAMC scheme in STMR communi-

cation, the data rate can be further improved compared to the

STSR case.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance

of the DAMC modulation scheme in terms of data rates, in

both STSR and STMR communication regimes. Moreover, the

achievable information rates of the single-band pulsed-based

modulation [18] and fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation [3]

are analyzed in contrast with the DAMC scheme.

A. Data Rates of STSR Communication

Figure 5(a) illustrates the data rate as a function of the

distance in STSR communication. The transmit power PT

is equal to 1 dBm, the antenna gains are GT GR 30
dB, and the noise power is Pw 80 dBm. As the distance

rises, the channel path loss surges and hence, less transmission

windows can be utilized and smaller data rates are achieved. In

particular, the data rates of DAMC modulation scheme using

variable-rate variable-power MQAM are plotted for targeted

BER Pb 10 3, 10 6, 10 9, which are upper-bounded by

the Shannon capacity. The selection of MQAM changes with

distances, because of the variation of SNR over each sub-

window. As the BER becomes stricter, the order of MQAM

that can be supported by the same SNR drops and hence, the

data rates shrink. Specifically, at r 1 m, the capacity reaches

10.49 Tbps, while data rates dwindle to 7.10 Tbps, 5.40 Tbps,

and 4.63 Tbps for the three targeted BERs, respectively.

The interrelation between the data rates and the average

SNR, is shown in Figure 5(b), for a fixed communication

distance 1 m. The average SNR is computed as the mean

of the received SNR on the available transmission windows.

Specifically using the parameter values in Figure 5(a), the

average SNR is 49.1 dB. Higher data rates are achieved

with larger average SNR, e.g., the capacity reaches 11.18

Tbps at 50 dB. To compare the data rates of the DAMC

scheme using adaptive MQAM with the Shannon capacity,

a power loss of K is observed. Specifically, given targeted

BERs Pb 10 3, 10 6, 10 9, additional 5.5, 9.1, 11.1 dB

are needed for the DAMC scheme with adaptive MQAM to

achieve the same rate.

Moreover, we compare the performance of the DAMC

scheme with the single-band pulsed-based modulation and

fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation in terms of the achiev-

able data rates in Figure 5(a), as follows.

First, the information rate of the single-band pulse-based

modulation in [18] is numerically studied. At small distances

(below 1 m), the THz Band channel have small path loss and

the pulse can be transmitted without being distorted. Compared

to the DAMC scheme, this information rate is less than 10

times worse, because with a similar aggregated bandwidth,

the pulse-based modulation has maximum 1 bit/symbol while

MQAM has log2 M bits/symbol. At large r, the transmission

windows are narrow, which drastically distorts the pulse and

degrades the performance of the single-band modulation. By

contrast, the DAMC scheme intelligently determine the trans-

mit power and modulation over transmission windows, which

can lead 2 orders of magnitudes advantage over the single-

band pulse-based modulation. The results show that the data
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Figure 5: Data rates in STSR communication.

rate improvement is achieved particularly at large distances,

at the costs of design complexity for the control unit, multi-

carrier modulator and channel feedback path.

Second, we numerically analyze the achievable data rate

of a fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation, with the centered

frequency at 0.35 THz and bandwidth of 51 GHz, as con-

sidered in [3]. Similar to the DAMC scheme, water-filling

principle is used in this fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation

to compute the achievable data rate. For small communication

distances, due to the restricted bandwidth, the achievable

data rate of this fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation is one

order of magnitude less. For large distances, the bandwidth of

transmission windows dwindles. Gradually, the difference of

the two schemes wanes. Therefore, the DAMC scheme outper-

forms the fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation, particularly at

small distances.

B. Data Rates of STMR Communication

In STMR communication, data rates are enhanced by uti-

lizing the unused frequency bands without compromising the

long-distance transmissions. In our analysis, we consider all

the receivers are distant from the transmitter between 0.1

m and 10 m, i.e., r1 10 m and rV 0.1 m, where

V is the number of receivers. Following the principle to

accommodate the longer distance communication first, the

DAMC modulation scheme is adopted to ameliorate the data

rates.

In Figure 6(a), one transmitter communicates with two

receivers at r1 10 m and r2 0.1 m. The THz Band

is allocated for the long-distance receiver at r1 first, and

then the unoccupied frequency bands are used to transmit

to the receiver at r2. Compared to the STSR case, one

order of magnitude of data rates is enhanced by using the

DAMC scheme in STMR communication. The data rates for

the second receiver are less than R 0.1, Pb in Figure 5(a).

Moreover, the overall data rates in STMR communication are

bounded by R r1, Pb and R r2, Pb . Hence, the inequalities

(11) and (12) are satisfied.

Alternatively, Figure 6(b) illustrates the impact of the

number of receivers on data rates for a fixed targeted BER

10 6. In this study, receivers are logarithmically uniformly

located, e.g., distances are 0.1, 1, 10 m for V 3. The

observations are summarized as follows. First, by exploiting

unused bandwidth, simultaneous transmissions to multiple

receivers increase data rates. Second, as more receivers are

in the network, the allocated bandwidth for each receiver is

reduced and hence, the slope of increase on data rates lessens.

Third, as more receivers are in the network, much bandwidth is

occupied by long-distance receivers in the DAMC modulation

scheme. These receivers have large path loss values and hence,

the total data rates in STMR communication abate. Hence,

the balance between the number of receivers that can be

simultaneously supported and the total data rates need to be

further investigated.

V. CONCLUSION

Terahertz Band (0.1 10 THz) communication is envisioned

to meet the demand for ultra-broadband wireless communi-

cation. THz Band communication will address the spectrum

scarcity and capacity limitations of current cellular systems,

and enable a plethora of applications both in classical networks

and novel nanoscale networks.

In this paper, we have developed a novel DAMC modulation

scheme for both STSR and STMR cases in THz Band com-

munication. The developed DAMC scheme takes advantage of

the distance- and frequency-dependent channel peculiarities,

and provides adaptive utilization of the ultra-broad bandwidth

in the THz Band. Moreover, we have analytically and nu-

merically investigated the data rate of the DAMC scheme,

as a function of the targeted bit error rate, average signal-to-

noise ratio and number of receivers. We have compared the

performance of the DAMC scheme in contrast with the single-

band pulse-based modulation and fixed-bandwidth adaptive

modulation.

The results show that the DAMC modulation scheme can

provide up to several Tbps data rates over 10 m, which

outperforms existing single-band pulse-based modulation and

fixed-bandwidth adaptive modulation by more than one order

of magnitude. Furthermore, compared to the STSR case, one

order of magnitude of data rates can be enhanced by using

the DAMC scheme in STMR communication. However, these

improvements by using the DAMC modulation scheme are

at the costs of design complexity for the control unit, multi-

carrier modulator and channel feedback path.
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Figure 6: Data rates in STMR communication.
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